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As an internationally respected teacher and lecturer on the Twelve Stage method introduced by
Alcoholics Anonymous, Joe McQ knows that sponsorship is an integral construct for the success of
the program because it involves moving a person through the Twelve Step procedure to recovery.
AA sponsors need to refocus on the Big Reserve, on the Twelve Measures, and on the message,
urges McQ, to identify the value of this program and to go back to its roots and essence. Directed
to sponsors, that is a companion publication to The Methods We Took, offering tools for helping
others discover recovery and new life through the Twelve Step plan.” Carry This Message
addresses McQ's concern that sponsors possess lost some skills in working with alcoholics. In the
early times of AA, sponsors would come to the alcoholic's home and talk him through Steps 1 and
2, and when they were completely convinced he was prepared, they might start him on the
program. Step 12 is the base of sponsorships: “Having got a spiritual awakening as the
consequence of these guidelines, we tried to transport this message to alcoholics, to practice these
principles in every our affairs.
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Increadible book! Anyone not used to sponsoring want to have a look at . The best work on
sponsoring I've found. Five Stars An excellent "how-to" for becoming an unbelievable 12-step
sponsor. This book can help you to sponsor yourself if you don't have an option of locating a
sponsor and to help you to sponsor others. Great author and writer Very helpful learning in this
reserve! I give each man a copy when we're done so that they can carry the message efficiently.
Absolutely a great book.12 many times and this book really helps to see the program (s) in a fresh
light. As a recovered alcoholic, person who functions with others on the way to recovery, this book
is a valuable tool. Highly Recommended This book is refreshing therefore helpful. explains life and
how to live life to the fullest! I've purchased 15 copies at least. I learned therefore much. Quite often I
have to do the 12 steps by myself. In my own community the Overeaters Anonymous is not that
big... Anyone not used to sponsoring need to have a look at this book. If you ask me who provides
sponsored a few people it provided a fresh way of searching at effective sponsoring. My Go-To
Source for working with Newbies. Really can help you with the 12 techniques. To locate a sponsor
is quite difficult. Great author and writer; Buy it! I've read the 12& A valuable asset for anyone
working with others in recovery. Used fir NA I enjoyed book Helps with sponsorship Very great read
and informative Message was carried! Yes met all my anticipations and more!
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